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THE HEADY DAYS OF ANNUAL DOUBLE-DIGIT INCREASES IN CORPORATE R&D SPENDING ARE OVER, 
at least for the foreseeable future. Does this signal a permanent new reality and a potential erosion of Canadian
industry’s long-term competitiveness that we should be concerned about? Or are companies merely pausing to
regroup in light of current economic circumstances?

For the past few years companies on the Top 100 Corporate R&D Spenders List posted impressive gains 
in research spending: Fiscal 2001 (up 23.3%) and Fiscal 2000 (up 26.0%). (These figures set aside Nortel 
Networks’ results, as Nortel’s R&D spending is so large it overwhelms underlying trends). Of course in those
intoxicating years corporate revenues and profits were up, and capital markets were eager to fund companies
that were investing in new products and services.

This year’s result, for Fiscal 2002, was a gain of 6.5% — far more muted than in the past, but under the 
circumstances quite respectable. (After all, what investor would not have been satisfied with a 6.5% increase 
in their portfolio last year?)

What is notable about this year’s 6.5% R&D spending increase is that it surpassed the Top 100 companies’
5.4% growth in total revenue — quite an achievement in a tough market. Rather than overreact and make 
deep cuts to their investment in research, many companies opted to wait out the revenue downturn. Overall,
they did pare their research spending, but to a lesser extent than their revenues declined. At the same time many
firms continued to grow their R&D activities. Both groups of firms recognized that R&D is their long-term life-
line, and made efforts to insulate their research from what they hope will be a short-term fall in revenue.

There is no better example than Canada’s R&D leader, Nortel. Although its revenue plummeted by 38.8%
in Fiscal 2002, Nortel’s management and directors opted to cut research spending by only 29.8%. As a result,
Nortel’s research intensity (R&D as a percent of revenue) jumped to 21.1%, which is extremely high for an
established company in this industry sector (or any industry sector for that matter). Assuming that Telecom
equipment spending will recover in the next couple of years, Nortel will be well-positioned with new and
improved product offerings. What about other industries and firms?

As for the remaining Top 100 firms, 65 increased their R&D spending last year against 33 firms who cut
back (one company’s R&D remained the same). Not a bad result in a soft economy. Even in this tough business
environment a number of industry sectors managed to improve their R&D results, though others did not 
fare as well. For example, while Top 100 companies in the Electronic parts and components sector suffered 
a -5.5% decline in total R&D spending, those in the fast-growing Pharmaceuticals/biotechnology sector posted
a 17.4% spending gain.

Canada’s economy — and the number of industrial sectors engaged in research — is more diverse than 
a decade ago, and thus better able to withstand slowdowns. We think that companies’ reluctance to cut their
R&D last year also signals a maturation of corporate leadership. Clearly, the innovation message is sinking in
among company leaders. They are apparently less willing to trade off quarterly returns against their compa-
nies’ long-term prospects than they would have been a decade ago. Apparently, investors are also more willing
to take a long-term view.

These developments bode well for the federal government’s innovation strategy. The strategy, launched last
year, aims to put Canada into 5th place (from around 15th place today) in worldwide research spending, by the
end of the decade. It is an ambitious target that will require the corporate sector to increase its research spend-
ing by roughly 145%, by 2010. That would require a compound annual growth rate of around 10.5%. Based on
the current situation, sustaining this growth over the remainder of the decade will be a tall order. So, as things
presently stand the government may have to extend its target by a few years.

The economic boom of the late 1990s gave many companies an enhanced taste for research. Evidence
from Fiscal 2002 shows that a majority of firms are holding fast; they are reinforcing their ability to compete
with new products and services when the economy turns around. Stay tuned for Fiscal 2003 results, which will
tell us if they have turned the corner.
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A cure for cancer... new biomass

fuels... intelligent transportation

systems to reduce gridlock...
the doors to the future are being opened in Ontario. 

It is being done through a unique partnership that brings

some of the world’s most innovative private sector

companies together with Ontario’s universities, hospitals,

colleges and research institutes.

Through the Ontario Innovation Trust, the Ontario

government is helping make this partnership work. Since

1999, more than $667 million has been invested in 876

research projects.

We salute our corporate partners in this effort. Research and

innovation today means jobs for tomorrow in Ontario.

Together, we’re hatching some great ideas.

Together, 
we’re hatching some great ideas
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The Networks of Centres of Excellence (NCEs) congratulate Canada’s 
Top 100 Corporate R&D spenders for supporting innovation.

The NCEs provide Canadian companies with the support they need for 
pre-competitive research, and a window of discovery and early-stage 
development in universities. The NCEs enhance the ability of these companies 
to compete globally. The networks increase productivity by promoting new 
skills, products, exports, companies, employment, and technologies.

NCEs are turning innovations into products, processes and policies for 
businesses, governments and people.

Health, Human Development
and Biotechnology

Canadian Arthritis 
Network – CAN

Canadian Bacterial 
Diseases Network – CBDN 

Canadian Genetic 
Diseases Network – CGDN 

Canadian Language 
and Literacy Research 
Network – CLLRNet 

Canadian Network 
for Vaccines and
Immunotherapeutics – 
CANVAC

Canadian Stroke Network – CSN 

Protein Engineering 
Network –  PENCE Inc.

Stem Cell Network – SCN 

Information and
Communications Technology 

Canadian Institute for 
Photonic Innovations – CIPI 

Geomatics for Informed
Decisions Network – GEOIDE 

Institute for Robotics and
Intelligent Systems – IRIS 

Mathematics of Information
Technology and Complex
Systems – MITACS

Micronet – Microelectronic
Devices, Circuits and Systems

Natural Resources 
and Environment 

AquaNet – Network 
in Aquaculture 

Canadian Water 
Network – CWN 

Mechanical Wood-Pulps
Network  

Sustainable Forest
Management 
Network – SFM 

Engineering and
Manufacturing

AUTO21 – The Automobile 
of the 21st Century 

Intelligent Sensing for
Innovative Structures – ISIS 

Join the 19 Networks of Centres of
Excellence to gain a competitive edge

“AstraZeneca Canada’s partnership with the Networks of Centres
of Excellence in the area of stroke research supports the brightest
minds in our country, so we can continue to develop innovative
treatments that will improve the quality of life for Canadians.”

Gerald P. McDole, President and 
CEO, AstraZeneca Canada Inc.

For more information,
please visit us at
www.nce.gc.ca

“Westport Innovations is pleased to partner with the AUTO21
NCE. Working with Canada’s top university researchers in
gaseous fuel engine combustion provides us with the technical
insights necessary to maintain our position as a leading 
developer of gaseous-fueled engines. We look forward to 
the exciting developments the future will bring.”

David Demers, President and 
CEO, Westport Innovations Inc.
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